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Abstract

Geographic information such as the altitude, latitude, and longitude are com-
mon but fundamental meta-records in remote sensing image products. In this
paper, it is shown that such a group of records provides important priors for
cloud and snow detection in remote sensing imagery. The intuition comes
from some common geographical knowledge, where many of them are im-
portant but are often overlooked. For example, it is generally known that
snow is less likely to exist in low-latitude or low-altitude areas, and clouds
in different geographic may have various visual appearances. Previous cloud
and snow detection methods simply ignore the use of such information, and
perform detection solely based on the image data (band reflectance). Due
to the neglect of such priors, most of these methods are difficult to obtain
satisfactory performance in complex scenarios (e.g., cloud-snow coexistence).
In this paper, a novel neural network called “Geographic Information-driven
Network (GeoInfoNet)” is proposed for cloud and snow detection. In addition
to the use of the image data, the model integrates the geographic information
at both training and detection phases. A “geographic information encoder”
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is specially designed, which encodes the altitude, latitude, and longitude of
imagery to a set of auxiliary maps and then feeds them to the detection net-
work. The proposed network can be trained in an end-to-end fashion with
dense robust features extracted and fused. A new dataset called “Levir CS”
for cloud and snow detection is built, which contains 4,168 Gaofen-1 satel-
lite images and corresponding geographical records, and is over 20x larger
than other datasets in this field. On “Levir CS”, experiments show that the
method achieves 90.74% intersection over union of cloud and 78.26% inter-
section over union of snow. It outperforms other state of the art cloud and
snow detection methods with a large margin. Feature visualizations also show
that the method learns some important priors which is close to the common
sense. The proposed dataset and the code of GeoInfoNet are available in
https://github.com/permanentCH5/GeoInfoNet.

Keywords: Geographic information, cloud and snow detection, deep
convolutional neural networks, remote sensing image.

1. Introduction1

The fast development of remote sensing technology in the past decades2

has helped people better understand the earth. Optical remote sensing tech-3

nology, as an important branch of the remote sensing family, is of great4

significance to many applications, such as target detection [1, 2, 3, 4], scene5

classification [5], etc. However, the imaging process of remote sensing images6

is often disturbed by clouds and snow. Previous literature shows that cloud7

covers on average more than half of the earth’s surface every day [6, 7, 8, 9].8

In some high latitude regions, the ground may be also covered by snow and9

ice all year round. On one hand, both of the above factors will greatly affect10

the processing and analysis of remote sensing imagery, where the cloud can11

be a form of occlusion[10, 11] and the snow might increase the reflectance12

sharply. On the other hand, environmental studies like climate study [12] and13

ecological change analysis [13, 14] require cloud/snow masks but manually14

labeling the images is usually time-consuming and expensive [15]. Automatic15

cloud and snow detection provides an efficient way of producing pixel-wise16

cloud/snow masks and thus forms the basis of many remote sensing applica-17

tions.18

Geographic information such as the altitude, longitude, and latitude are19

important meta-records in remote sensing imagery products. Such a group of20
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records provides auxiliary and even crucial information for image processing21

and analysis tasks. In cloud and snow detection, it also provides important22

priors. For example, it is generally known that snow is less likely to exist23

in low-latitude or low-altitude areas, and clouds in different geographic may24

have various visual appearances. Figure 1 shows some cloud and snow sample25

images. Each image covers around 40 thousand square kilometers, and it26

represents differently in different locations around the Earth. In recent years,27

many deep learning cloud detection and snow detection methods have been28

proposed. Despite the efforts made and the great improvements in this field,29

previous methods, even the state of the art ones, still have limitations. One30

of the most serious flaws of the methods is that they simply ignore the use31

of geographic information when performing detection. That is to say, these32

deep learning methods are designed solely based on the use of the image data33

(band reflectance), while ignoring other essential priors, such as altitude and34

locates. In complex scenarios such as when the cloud and snow both appear,35

these methods usually have difficulty generating accurate cloud and snow36

masks.37
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Figure 1: (Better viewed in color) Cloud and snow may represent great differences in
different geographic environments. Base map credit: NASA Visible Earth.

In this paper, a novel deep learning based method is proposed for cloud38
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and snow detection. The method is called as Geographic Information-driven39

Neural Networks (GeoInfoNet). Different from the previous methods that40

simply focus on using image data (band reflectance) while ignoring geo-41

graphic information, in the method, a “geographic information encoder” is42

designed, which encodes the altitude, latitude, and longitude of an image43

into a set of 2D maps. These maps are then integrated pixel-wisely to the44

detection networks and then train the whole detection model in an end-45

to-end fashion. It can be observed that the consistent improvement of the46

cloud and snow detection accuracy with the integration of the auxiliary in-47

formation. The method outperforms other state of the art cloud and snow48

detection methods with a large margin. In addition to the new detection49

framework, a large dataset is also built for cloud and snow detection, which50

consists of 4,168 images of the Gaofen-1 satellite and is over 20 times larger51

than other datasets of this field. More importantly, the dataset contains the52

corresponding geographic information, including the longitude, latitude, and53

the high-resolution altitude map of each image. The contributions of this54

paper are summarized as follows:55

1. Different from previous cloud and snow detection methods that are56

build based on band reflectance and simply ignore the geographic infor-57

mation of the imagery, a novel deep learning framework called “GeoIn-58

foNet” is proposed which integrates the geographic information to the59

detection flow and learns the detection prior automatically. An en-60

coder is designed to encode the auxiliary information such as altitude,61

longitude, and latitude into a set of 2D maps, which can be efficiently62

learned pixelwisely by the detection network in an end-to-end fashion.63

2. Extensive studies on the feature visualizations are provided to show64

what prior knowledge the framework learns and how much the different65

parts contribute to the detection results.66

3. A new dataset is built for cloud and snow detection, which is 20x larger67

than previous datasets of this task. More importantly, the geographic68

information along with each image is recorded in the dataset while such69

information is not included in previous datasets.70

The following of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related71

work to the method is introduced. In Section 3, the proposed method is72

introduced in detail. In Section 4, the details of the dataset Levir CS are73
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given. In Section 5, extensive experiments on the method are conducted and74

the discussions are presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes this75

paper.76

2. Related Work77

Efforts have been made for years to develop algorithms on automatic78

cloud and snow detection. Current methods mainly include 1) physical model79

based methods, 2) statistic model based methods, and 3) deep learning based80

methods. As for the discrimination between cloud and snow, generally, these81

methods are able to deal with it spectrally, spatially or temporally.82

2.1. Physical Model Based Methods83

The first line of the detection methods mainly focuses on the reflectance84

of a specific image band or the ratio between two bands. For cloud detec-85

tion, the well-known method is Automatic Cloud Cover Assessment (AC-86

CA) [16, 17], which is designed based on the 2nd-6th bands of the Landsat-787

ETM+ imagery. However, this method fails on detecting warm cirrus clouds88

and does not produce cloud shadow masks [18]. A method named Function89

of masks (Fmask) [18, 19] is therefore proposed and can be viewed as an ex-90

tension of the ACCA. The Fmask takes more bands into consideration with91

more physical tests, such as the whiteness test, haze optimal transformation92

(HOT) test, and water test. In [20], a modified version of the Fmask called93

Mountainous Fmask (MFmask) is proposed for cloud detection in the moun-94

tainous area. In [21], ’Fmask4.0’ improves cloud detection by analyzing the95

spectral variability probability.96

There are also some other physical model based methods proposed re-97

cently [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. In [22], similar to the ACCA, the in-98

formation of single band, multiband, band ratio, and band difference are99

extracted to detect clouds on Landsat8, NPP-VIIRS and MODIS imagery.100

In [23], different indexes such as HOT, the relative difference (RD) and the101

shadow index (SI), are calculated for cloud and cloud shadow detection on102

Sentinel-2 imagery. In [24], cloud masks are generated by band reflectance103

relationships among visible and near-infrared bands of multi-temporal VEN-104

mS, FORMOSAT-2, Sentinel-2 and Landsat series imagery. Similarly, in105

[25, 26], multi-temporal information of spectral bands has been used in the106

cloud detection of HuanJing-1 satellite images. In [27], a modified ACCA al-107

gorithm is developed for discriminating the cloud from the clear background108
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by using the 2nd-4th bands of the GaoFen-1 WFV and HuanJing-1-CCD im-109

agery. In [28], similar to the Fmask [18, 19], relationships between all bands110

of the GF1-WFV imagery are considered for cloud detection.111

As for the snow detection, the most commonly used method is the Nor-112

malized Difference Snow Index (NDSI) [16, 17, 18, 24, 29, 30]. This method113

separates cloud and snow pixels by computing the ratio between the differ-114

ence and the sum of the green band (0.52µm− 0.60µm) and the short-wave-115

infrared band (1.55µm−1.75µm). The mechanics behind this method is that116

the snow is much more reflective in the green band than in the short-wave-117

infrared band [16, 17, 18, 24, 29, 30], therefore, a pixel with a higher NDSI118

indicates it is more likely to be covered by snow.119

Despite the wide applications of NDSI, this method still has some limita-120

tions. In [19], the authors mentioned that NDSI values of the snow covered121

forest areas are much lower than the pure snow pixels. To overcome this122

problem, a modified Norwegian Linear Reflectance-to-Snow-Cover algorithm123

(NLR) [31] is proposed for generating better snow masks [19]. In [20], by124

using Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), the temperature-elevation relation-125

ship is established for better discrimination between the clouds and snow/ice126

pixels on the mountain area. In [14], by substituting the information of green127

band to the near-infrared band (0.845µm− 0.885µm), the normalized differ-128

ence forest snow index (NDFSI) is proposed for better detecting snow pixels129

in the forest area.130

By comparing to pre-defined thresholds, the above physical model based131

methods can efficiently generate cloud and snow masks of the input imagery.132

The advantage of these methods is that they do not require any pixel-wise133

labels or any training process. However, these methods may also heavily rely134

on the reflectance of the imagery band and the pre-defined thresholds, which135

lacks flexibility and robustness under complex scenarios. More importantly,136

these methods may also fail in situations where some spectral bands, espe-137

cially some short-wave-infrared bands, are not provided in the imagery [28].138

2.2. Statistic Model Based Methods139

To overcome the above problems, some statistic model based methods140

are proposed which aim to design more representative image features, along141

with the use of machine learning techniques. Different from those physical142

model based methods that only consider band features, the statistical meth-143

ods use also consider spatial image features such as edge and texture, which144

further explore the information behind the imagery. The statistic model145
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based methods [32, 33] usually deal with the cloud/snow detection under a146

classification paradigm. Some well-known classifiers such as support vector147

machine (SVM) [34] and random forest [35] are commonly used in this task.148

The most frequent used image features for cloud and snow detection in-149

clude the following types: brightness features, texture features, and local150

statistical features. Brightness features, i.e., the reflectance of the image151

bands, are the most commonly used features in statistical methods [32, 7].152

As cloud and snow pixels are usually with high reflectance, brightness fea-153

tures are often the first to be considered to separate the cloud/snow apart154

from the background. Besides, there are also methods to convert the band155

values to other color spaces to enrich the brightness features. For example,156

in [36], the RGB image bands are converted to the Hue-Saturation-Intensity157

(HSI) color space. In [33], the band-differences, band-ratios, and other gen-158

eralized indexes, are also computed. For the local statistical features and159

texture features [7, 32, 37, 38, 36], these features are usually computed by160

sliding windows across the whole image. By setting different window sizes,161

features can be extracted in multiple scales. In [7, 36], the mean pixel value162

and the variance within the window are used as the local statistical feature163

for cloud detection. Besides, the gradient features, the Gabor filter fea-164

tures [39, 40, 41], and the gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [42, 43]165

are also commonly used for cloud or snow detection [32, 7, 37, 36, 44, 45] .166

2.3. Deep Learning Based Methods167

In recent years, deep neural networks [46, 47, 48] have made great break-168

throughs in many computer vision tasks such as image classification, object169

detection, etc. The deep neural networks also have greatly promoted the170

research of cloud and snow detection in the remote sensing field.171

Some early attempts of this group of methods consider the cloud and172

snow detection task as a patch-by-patch image classification process (into173

three categories: “cloud”, “snow” and “background”) [49, 8, 50, 51, 52].174

In [52], cloud detection is conducted on 33 × 33 image patches with a 2-175

layer convolutional neural network. In [50, 51, 49] , a pixel cluster method176

called simple linear iterative cluster (SLIC) [53] is first used to segment the177

image into a set of super-pixels, and then neural networks are used to classify178

each of these super-pixels. In [8], a modified SLIC method is proposed and179

a modified AlexNet [54] is applied to further predict whether these super-180

pixels are covered by thick or thin cloud. The above methods take advantage181

of the power of deep learning neural networks in image classification and182
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obtain higher accuracy than the statistic model based methods. However,183

the patch-based detection methods also have some limitations. The first184

limitation is that it fails when the image patch contains pixels from multiple185

classes and the second one is that the model only perceives locally and ignores186

the information from the surrounding patches.187

To overcome these limitations, the fully convolutional networks (FCN-188

s) [55] are recently introduced for cloud and snow detection [15, 56, 57, 58,189

59, 9, 60, 61, 62, 63]. This group of methods frames the cloud and snow190

detection as a pixel-wise semantic segmentation process. In [15], a VGG16-191

based [46] fully convolutional network is applied for cloud and snow detection.192

In [56, 57, 58], UNet [64] architecture is used to study on cloud and cloud193

shadow segmentation. In [59], a modified residual network with pyramid194

pooling modules is used for cloud and cloud shadow detection. In [9, 62],195

feature fusion of different layers are introduced to improve the details of the196

cloud detection result. In [60], multiple bands of the Landsat-8 imagery197

are used as the network input, where other methods usually take the RGB198

bands as their inputs. In [61], some network units are specifically designed199

for cloud detection, including the context exploitation, score map resolution200

preservation, and boundary refinement. In [63], cloud detection is processed201

in a deep matting framework where the images of cloud reflectance, attention202

mask and opacity can all be obtained.203

Although these deep learning methods greatly improve the detection ac-204

curacy over traditional detection methods, the use of geographic information205

is not explored yet. This is one of the reasons the method is designed in this206

paper.207

2.4. Discrimination between Cloud and Snow208

In the process of cloud and snow detection, there are usually difficult cases209

where the remote sensing image contains both cloud and snow. Therefore,210

the discrimination between cloud and snow is very significant. Generally, the211

above-summarized cloud and snow detection methods can also be divided212

into three classes in another dimension: spectral methods, spatial methods213

and temporal methods.214

In detail, many physical methods[16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 30, 14] tend215

to separate cloud and snow in the spectral domain. These spectral methods216

analyze the relationships between the spectral bands of the remote sensing217

images to classify cloud and snow. Based on the spectral band relationships,218

many spectral filters can be established to choose cloud and snow pixels.219
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Although the filters of obtaining cloud masks are generally different among220

these methods, the approaches to generate snow masks are almost the same.221

Specifically, the core of the spectral snow detection methods is NDSI, which222

is an index utilizing the green band and the short-wave-infrared band. With223

the previously defined thresholds, these spectral methods are able to produce224

cloud and snow masks of the input remote sensing images.225

The second part is spatial methods. These methods are generally the226

above mentioned statistical model based methods [32, 33, 7, 36, 37, 38, 44, 45]227

and deep learning based methods [49, 8, 50, 51, 52, 15, 56, 57, 58, 59, 9,228

60, 61, 62, 63]. The spatial methods try to use the spatial information of229

the image by extracting mannual designed image features or deep learning230

network features. After image features are obtained, there are usually pre-231

trained classifiers or classifying network layers to discriminate cloud and snow232

according to these spatial features. To make the classifiers robust, enough233

training data are needed in these spatial methods. Therefore, spatial methods234

can also be viewed as data-driven methods.235

A few methods try to discriminate cloud and snow by using multi-temporal236

information of the input images [24, 25, 26]. Among this type of methods,237

multi-temporal tests are introduced by using the blue band to detect the238

cloud pixels. The multi-temporal tests can utilize the time-series images and239

are very efficient to obtain cloud pixels. For snow detection, NDSI [24] or240

whiteness [25, 26] tests are used to extract snow pixels, which is similar to241

spectral methods. As these temporal methods need image series, they are242

not proper in the situations where the input is limited to only one remote243

sensing image scene.244

It should be noted that the discrimination between cloud and snow is a245

challenging task mainly due to two aspects of reasons. One is that cloud and246

snow represent a high visual similarity in remote sensing images, especially247

in visual bands. For example, both of them have high reflectance in most248

bands. Also, they all have irregular shapes and appear in different scales249

in remote sensing images. Hence, many spectral tests can not distinguish250

cloud and snow very well and are heavily relied on pre-defined thresholds.251

These methods such as [28, 20, 21] may produce wrong-detection results252

that misclassify snow as cloud. The other reason is the imbalanced data253

distribution. Generally, it is more likely to see clouds in remote sensing254

images. On our planet, more than half of the surface is covered by clouds255

every day [6, 7, 8, 9], while snow is seldom witnessed in some regions, such as256

low-latitude or low-altitude areas. Therefore, the spatial methods will more257
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pay more attention to clouds rather than snow mainly because there are258

much more image data with clouds than snow. As a result, the area of snow259

may be more likely to be detected as clouds by using the spatial methods as260

the visual results shown in [61, 63]. Above all, the spectral and the spatial261

information may not be enough in the discrimination of cloud and snow, and262

using geographic information can be one potential solution.263

Despite there are many challenges in the discrimination between cloud264

and snow, there are no public datasets for snow detection, which may limit265

the pace of the related research. The proposed Levir CS dataset in this paper266

may contribute to this research field.267

3. Methodology268

In this section, a detailed description of the detection method is given and269

how the geographic information is encoded and integrated to the network.270

3.1. An Overview of the GeoInfoNet271

Figure 2 shows an overview of the method. The proposed GeoInfoNet272

is an end-to-end network that utilizes both the input image and a set of273

auxiliary maps. The auxiliary maps are produced by the Geographic Infor-274

mation Encoder, which will be introduced in Section 3.2. In GeoInfoNet,275

the network structure in DenseNet [48] is followed as the backbone network276

and extract multi-scale dense features from the input image and auxiliary277

maps separately. Then these features extracted from the two branches will278

be merged and used to produce the final cloud and snow masks. The two279

basic modules in the method, i.e., the “Dense Feature Extraction” and the280

“Dual Feature Concatenation”, which form “Feature Extraction Networks”,281

will be described in detail in Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.2.282

3.2. Geographic Information Encoder283

A geographic information encoder is designed to encode three types of284

meta-records along with the imagery, i.e., the longitude, latitude, and alti-285

tude, into a set of auxiliary maps. This module can be viewed as a pre-286

processing module of the proposed GeoInfoNet. These maps are generated287

to be the ones with the same spatial size of the input image but may have a288

different number of channels. Figure 3 shows the processing pipeline of the289

geographic information encoder.290
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed method. A new network called GeoInfoNet is proposed
that makes use of both the image data and the auxiliary geographic information for cloud
and snow detection. A Geographic Information Encoder is designed to encode this piece of
information into a set of auxiliary maps. Features of both network-branches are extracted
by “Feature Extraction Networks”, which includes “Dense Feature Extraction” module
and “Dual Feature Concatenation” module. The former module can extract representative
features of each branch, while the latter module is designed to produce the refined feature
representation, which is further used for generating cloud and snow masks.

Given a remote sensing image with the size of h×w, firstly the longitude291

and latitude are recorded on its the top-left corner and bottom-right corner.292

Then the longitude map ALong and the latitude map ALat are generated293

through an Affine transformation model [65, 66]. For a certain pixel in row294

y (0 ≤ y < h) and column x (0 ≤ x < w), the corresponding longitude295

ALong(y, x) and latitude ALat(y, x) can be calculated as followings:296

ALong(y, x) = ALong(0, 0) + y × r1,1 + x× r1,2
ALat(y, x) = ALat(0, 0) + y × r2,1 + x× r2,2

(1)

where ALong(0, 0) and ALat(0, 0) are the longitude and latitude value of the297

top-left image corner. r1,1, r1,2, r2,1, and r2,2 are the longitude/latitude reso-298

lution units on x and y directions, which can be obtained from the metafile299

of the imagery product or can be estimated from the coordinates of the four300

image corners and the center point.301

In addition to the longitude and latitude, the altitude of the image is302

also encoded to another auxiliary map AAlt. Given an image along with303
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its corresponding longitude/latitude information, the altitude map AAlt can304

be generated by pixel-wisely wrapping the global Digital Elevation Models305

(DEMs) to the projection coordinates of this image. For most optical remote306

sensing imagery products, the image altitude information is not included in307

the metafile. In the paper, the used DEMs are created based on the data308

collected by the 2000 Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) and the309

resolution is 3 arc seconds (spatial resolution: 90 meters). The data can310

be download from the following URL: http://viewfinderpanoramas.org/311

dem3.html.312

The final encoded auxiliary maps A for each input image can be repre-313

sented as a concatenation of the above three maps in the channel dimension314

as follows,315

A = concat(AAlt, ALong, ALat), (2)

where the dimension of the concated map A is (h,w, 3).316

Metadata

World DEMs

Longitude & Latitude Maps

wrapping

Altitude Map

Concatenate

Encoded Auxiliary Maps

Figure 3: The processing pipeline of the Geographic Information Encoder. For an input
image, the Longitude map ALong and the Latitude map ALat are generated from the
metadata based on the equation (1). The altitude map AAlt of the input image is also
generated by pixelwisely wrapping the world DEMs to the image projection coordinates.
Finally the three maps are concatenated to produce the final encoded auxiliary maps.

3.3. Feature Extraction Networks317

3.3.1. Dense Feature Extraction318

In deep learning based cloud and snow detection methods, learning robust319

feature representations is crucial for the detection task. Since improving320
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backbone of the networks is not the focus of the paper, a well-known backbone321

called “DenseNet” [48] is simply used, which achieves state of the art results322

in a variety of tasks, as the backbone network to extract high quality features323

from the input data arrays.324

The DenseNet consists multiple dense blocks. In each block, the feature325

from all preceding convolutional layers are concated together. Formally, the326

feature maps Ml+1 of the (l + 1)th layer can be calculated as follows,327

Ml+1 = σ(concat(Ml,Ml−1, ...,M1)), (3)

where σ(·) represents a non-linear transformation on the features. Figure 4328

shows the process of the calculation of Ml+1.329

Figure 4: An illustration of a 4-layer dense block. Each convolution layer takes all preced-
ing feature-maps as input.

From Eq. 3 , feature maps M1,M2, ...,Ml are preserved in the process330

of calculating Ml+1. Considering the concatenation of feature maps is space331

consuming, the filter number of each convolutional layers u is set to a small332

number, say, u = 32, compared to that in a standard convolutional network,333

e.g. VGG [46] and ResNets [47]. In this case, the number of input feature334

maps in the (l + 1)th layer will be u1 + 32 × l, where u1 is the number of335

feature maps in the first layer and 32 is the filters in each layer, which also336

can be considered as the increasing rate. A small increasing rate not only337

regulates the number of features, which makes the feature extracting net-338

works go relatively deep, but also equalizes the number of features added in339

each layer since the newly added information should be viewed as the same340

importance.341

The non-linear transformation σ(·) in the networks consists of two types342

of operations, the normalization operation (batch normalization [67]), and343

the non-linear activation operation (rectified linear unit function [68]). It344

should be noted that 1×1 convolution can be placed before 3×3 ones, which345
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Layers Layer Settings

Conv 0 7x7 conv, stride=1, #out channels=64
Pool 0 3x3 max pool, stride=2
Dense block 1 6 bottlenecks, #out channels=256
Transition 1 1x1 conv, 2x2 avg pooling, stride=2, #out channels=128
Dense block 2 12 bottlenecks, #out channels=512
Transition 2 1x1 conv, 2x2 avg pool, stride=2, #out channels=256
Dense block 3 32 bottlenecks, #out channels=1280
Transition 3 1x1 conv, 2x2 avg pool, stride=2, #out channels=640
Dense block 4 32 bottlenecks, #out channels=1664

Table 1: The configuration of the dense feature extraction module.

seems like a “bottleneck”, and the settings are able to improve computational346

efficiency in [47, 48]. Therefore, following the idea of the “Bottleneck design”,347

σ(·) is designed in the form of BN-ReLU-Conv(1×1)-BN-ReLU-Conv(3×3),348

where each Conv (1× 1) outputs 4u feature maps.349

In addition to the above dense connection module, some downsampling350

modules are also designed in the networks to reduce the size of feature maps351

spatially and increase the computational efficiency [9]. These modules are352

designed as transition blocks by following the configuration of BN-ReLU-353

Conv(1× 1)-Pool(average,2× 2), and are placed between dense blocks. The354

1× 1 convolution here outputs a half number of the input feature maps.355

In [48], several different types of DenseNet configurations have been pro-356

posed, including DenseNet121, DenseNet169, DenseNet201 and DenseNet264.357

The number “X” in “DenseNetX” represents the number of convolution layers358

used in the classification network. In Dense Feature Extraction module, the359

configuration of DenseNet169 is adopted because of the balance of computa-360

tion efficiency and the cost of GPU memory. The module takes in an input361

array which is first processed through an initial convolution layer (“Conv 0”)362

and an initial pooling layer (“Pool 0”), then through four dense blocks and363

three transition blocks accordingly. Different from the settings in [48], the364

stride of “Conv 0” is set to 1 and remove the last classification layer for the365

tasks of cloud and snow detection. The configuration details of the Dense366

Feature Extraction module is listed in Table 1.367
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3.3.2. Dual Feature Concatenation368

In the above feature extraction process, as the layers go deeper, the num-369

ber of output feature maps becomes larger. The spatial resolution of the370

final output is down-sampled to 16x compared to that of the input, as shown371

in Table 1. To produce high-resolution cloud and snow masks, it is essential372

to increase the feature resolution by taking features. This can be done by373

merging the features from different blocks and generate fine-grained feature374

representations. The Dense Feature Concatenation module thus is designed375

according to this purpose. In this module, the initial features from both of376

the Blue-Green-Red-Infrared (BGRI) input image and the encoded auxiliary377

maps are used.378

As shown in Figure 5, for either of the two branches of the networks (i.e.,379

input image branch and the auxiliary maps branch), the spatial features from380

each feature block are firstly upsampled to the size of the input image by using381

bilinear interpolations. Then, the upsampled features are concatenated all382

together along their channel dimension. Before the concatenation, we also use383

1x1 convolution to adjust the channel dimension of the features from each384

block so that they will have the same number of channels. The intuition385

behind this operation is that it is assumed that for all the blocks in the386

networks, the features should be viewed with the same significance in the387

cloud and snow detection tasks. The final concatenated features M from all388

blocks the two branches can be represented as follows,389

M = concat(Mimg,0, ...,Mimg,4,Maux,0, ...,Maux,4), (4)

where the subscripts “img” and “aux” refer to the features from the BGRI im-390

age branch and the auxiliary information branch, respectively. The subscripts391

“0∼4” refer to the upsampled features from the “Conv 0”, “Dense block 1”,392

“Dense block 2”, “Dense block 3”, and “Dense block 4” of the Dense Fea-393

ture Extraction module.394

3.3.3. Loss Settings395

In the proposed GeoInfoNet, a prediction layer (a convolutional layer396

with 1 × 1 filters) is used to produce the pixel-wise score maps of different397

classes: background S1, cloud S2 and snow S3. The output score maps are398

normalized by using a softmax function and convert the pixel scores (−∞,∞)399

to probabilities [0,1]. The probability map Pt of the each class t = {1, 2, 3}400
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Figure 5: Details of the Dense Feature Extraction Module. The method takes in two types
of the inputs simultaneously, i.e., the original RGBI bands of the input remote sensing
image and the auxiliary maps that are encoded by the Geographic Information Encoder.
In both of the two branches, the dense features are extracted by the “Convo 0” layer
and the following four dense blocks. The features from different blocks are upsampled
to the same size and adjust the number of their channels by 1x1 convolutions, and then
concatenate all these features along their channel dimension. Finally, a prediction layer is
used to produce the pixel-wise score maps of the cloud and snow.

can be expressed as follows,401

Pt =
exp (St)∑3

m=1 exp (Sm)
. (5)

As the detection of cloud and snow is essentially a pixel-wise classification402

process, the networks are trained by using a standard pixel-wise classification403

loss (a.k.a., the cross-entropy loss). Suppose ym ∈ {0, 1} represents the404

ground truth label of the class m. The loss function of each pixel is expressed405

as follows:406

L = −
3∑

m=1

ymlog(Pm). (6)

Finally the average loss across all pixel from all images in the training set is407

computed as the final loss function.408
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4. Levir CS: A New Large Scale Dataset for Cloud and Snow De-409

tection410

Dataset Source #Scenes Snow Geo Info

L7 Irish [69] Landsat-7 ETM+ 166 × ×
L8 Biome [70] Landsat-8 OLI/TIRS 92 × ×
GF1 WHU [28] Gaofen-1 WFV 108 × ×
Levir CS (ours) Gaofen-1 WFV 4,168 X X

Table 2: A comparison between our dataset and the other public cloud detection datasets.

A large scale dataset called “Levir CS” is built, where ’C’ is for cloud411

and ’S’ is for snow, respectively. As the name of the authors’ laboratory412

is “LEarning, VIsion and Remote sensing laboratory”, similar to [4], the413

name of this dataset is started with “Levir”. Although there are already414

some public datasets on this topic released in the past, they are relatively415

small and do not contain geographic information. Besides, there are no416

previous public datasets for snow detection. Table 2 shows a comparison417

between our dataset and the other public cloud detection datasets[69, 70,418

28]. Compared to other datasets listed in Table 2, the number of scenes in419

LEVIR CS is over 20× larger than the other datasets, therefore, the proposed420

dataset is called ”Large Scale”. The proposed Levir CS dataset is available421

at https://github.com/permanentCH5/GeoInfoNet/.422

Gaofen-1 satellite (GF-1) is running at sun synchronous orbit, where the423

angle is 98.0506◦ and the average orbit height is 645km. The revisiting time424

is 4 days. The descending node is 10:30 am. The radiometric resolution GF-1425

Wide Field of View sensor (GF-1 WFV) is 10 bit. A GF-1 WFV scene, each426

211km wide by 192km long, has an Instantaneous Field Of View (IFOV) of427

16 meters × 16 meters in all four bands. The spectral range is 450 nm to 890428

nm. In detail, the spectral range of these bands are 450nm - 520nm (Blue429

Band or Band 1), 520nm - 590nm (Green Band or Band 2), 630nm - 690nm430

(Red Band or Band 3), 770nm - 890nm (Near Infra-Red Band or Band 4),431

respectively.432

Our proposed Levir CS consists of 4,168 GF-1 WFV scenes in total.433

These scenes are randomly divided into two sets, a training set with 3,068434

scenes and a testing set with 1,100 scenes. The scenes in the dataset have435

a global distribution, as shown in Figure 6. They cover different types of436
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Figure 6: The global distribution of the images in the Levir CS dataset. Levir CS consists
of 4,168 Gaofen-1 Wide Field of View (GF-1 WFV) images. All images are obtained
from the China Centre for Resources Satellite Data and Application (CRESDA) http:

//www.cresda.com/. Base map credit: NASA Visible Earth.

ground features, such as plain, plateau, water, desert, ice, etc. There are437

also combinations of the above mentioned ground feature types. Figure438

7 presents some sample scenes. Besides, as these scenes are in a global439

distribution, therefore, these scenes may contain different types of climate440

conditions, such as desert climate (see Figure 7(c)) or sea climate (see Fig-441

ure 7(b,e)), which may help the related researches similar to [12]. All the442

scenes were acquired from May 2013 to February 2019 and were downloaded443

from http://www.cresda.com/.444

In the proposed LEVIR CS dataset, for each scene, the level-1A product445

data with the process of radiation calibration is used and the current data is446

not produced with systematic geometric correction. This is because in many447

practical cases, cloud and snow detection is required to be performed in this448

product level to save the time of geometric correction or for fast browsing.449

Dataset users are able to obtain according to the provided file of rational450

polynomial coefficients (RPC) to conduct systematic geometric correction if451

it is needed. Furthurmore, to reduce the processing time of each scene and452

to accelerate the learning process of the global information, similar to [71],453

the images in LEVIR CS dataset are 10x downsampled. For each scene in454
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Long: 69.4°W
Lat: 2.3°S
Alt: 112.3m

Long: 172.3°E
Lat: 38.4°S
Alt: 0.0m

Long: 96.8°E
Lat: 29.6°N
Alt: 4380.4m

(b)Water(a)Plain (c)Desert (d)Plateau

Long: 8.3°W
Lat: 22.9°N
Alt: 293.5m

Long: 12.1°W
Lat: 7.8°N
Alt: 70.0m

(e)Plain & Water

Long: 92.4°W
Lat: 46.7°N
Alt: 365.2m

(f)Ice & Water

Figure 7: Some sample scenes with different types of ground features in the proposed
Levir CS dataset. On the top of each scene, the type of the ground feature is given. On
the bottom of each scene, the longitude and latitude of the central point and the mean
altitude of the image is presented.

LEVIR CS dataset, the image size is 1320×1200 and the spatial resolution is455

160m. All the four bands are used. Therefore, the resolution of DEM (90m)456

is high enough in the altitude map generation. Therefore, SRTM data are457

chosen as the source of DEM.458

In the proposed LEVIR CS dataset, for each scene, the georeferenced459

multi-spectral image, the digital elevation model image and the correspond-460

ing ground truth image are all provided. The cartographic projection system461

used in the dataset is the World Geodetic System (WGS) and the latest462

version (WGS 84) is used. Through this cartographic projection system, for463

each scene, all the images can be registered through the geographic infor-464

mation. Therefore, climatic conditions do not relate to the generation of465

georeferenced images. For the generation of digital elevation model image,466

the average producing time is 45.62s per scene.467

For all the images in the dataset, their pixel-wise label masks are man-468

ually labeled into three categories: “background” (labeled as 0), “cloud”469

(labeled as 127) and “snow” (labeled as 255). Similar to [28], the labeling470

process is finished in Adobe Photoshop. Blue, green and red bands of the471

original images are combined to compose a RGB image for manually label-472

ing. To increase the labeling efficiency, similar to [72], a pre-segmentation is473

firstly performed by manually setting thresholds as the traditional physical474

methods such as [27] indicates. Then, a rough pixel classification on these475

pre-segmentation region is conducted. The boundary of cloud or snow area476

is usually fuzzy. Like the previous research [28, 62], these regions of the im-477

age are carefully labeled by using the brush tool (less than 10 pixels) or the478

lasso tool. For the thin cloud area, if the ground cover is invisible, then it479
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is labeled as clouds. For the shadow area, as it is very dark and the region480

is invisible, it is labed as the background. When labeling difficult area, the481

magnifying glass tool is used (more than 200% local area enlarged), which482

helps the labeling man to identify the exact class of the pixels. Cloud shadow483

detection is not the focus of this paper, therefore, this class is not labeled.484
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Figure 8: Statistics of the Levir CS dataset from different views. (a) The pixel population
of the three categories: the background occupies the most (79.2%), while the snow occupies
the least (2.2%). The cloud pixels occupy 18.6% of the whole pixel population. (b)-(d)
Label components from longitude, latitude and altitude views, respectively. It can be seen
that the distributions of the three categories are very different in different areas.

Figure 8 shows the statistics of the Levir CS dataset. The distribution of485

the label components is calculated from different views. As shown in Figure 8486

(a), in Levir CS, the background pixels occupy the most population (79.2%)487

while the snow occupies the least (2.2%). The cloud pixels occupy 18.6% of488

the whole pixel population. Figure 8 (b)-(d) show the label components from489
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the longitude, latitude and altitude views, respectively. From these figures,490

the following observations can be summarized:491

• The pixel population of the three categories is very different in different492

locations.493

• Clouds are common in different geolocations. For example, in North494

America, clouds appear in different kinds and forms[22].495

• From the view of the longitude, it can be seen that the snow may be less496

likely to appear in the range of −60◦ ≤ long ≤ 30◦ (Atlantic Ocean)497

(see Figure 7(c,e) for examples), while in the area of 65◦ ≤ long ≤ 100◦,498

it is easier to find snow cover (see Figure 7(d) for an example).499

• From the view of the latitude, it can be seen that most of the snow ap-500

pears in the high latitudes (lat ≥ 43◦) (see Figure 7(f) for an example).501

In the United States, the number of snow days is higher in the high lat-502

itude regions, according to [73]. Besides, at high latitudes in the polar503

region, snow and ice does not melt in some seasons[29]. There is al-504

most no snow covers the Equatorial regions (−23.5◦ ≤ lat ≤ 23.5◦)(see505

Figure 7(a,c,e) for examples).506

• From the view of the altitude, it can be seen that the cloud percentage is507

higher in the area where the altitude is less than 500 meters (see Figure508

7(a,b,e) for examples) and the snow percentage gradually increases as509

the altitude increases (see Figure 7(d,f) for examples). Usually, the high510

altitude area is mountainous area, and snow cover is regularly changed511

in seasons here [14]. For the area with an altitude higher than 3400512

meters, it is even easier to find snow than to find clouds (see Figure513

7(d) for an example).514

From the above statistics, it can be seen that using geographic information515

in cloud and snow detection is of importance.516

5. Experimental Results and Analysis517

In this section, extensively evaluation are made on the proposed method518

and compare it with other state of the art ones. First the implementation de-519

tails are introduced and how the experiments are set up are described. Then,520

the controlled experiments are conducted on multiple aspects of the method.521
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Thirdly, qualitative and quantitative comparisons with other methods on522

Levir CS are made. Finally, the transferability of the proposed GeoInfoNet523

by evaluating on other sensor data is tested on L8 Biome [70].524

5.1. Experiment Setup and Implementation Details525

In this paper, all the deep learning models tested are implemented with526

PyTorch 1.0 on Ubuntu 16.04 with an NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1080Ti GPU527

card. The networks are trained by using the stochastic gradient descent528

method with an initial learning rate of 0.001. The learning rate decay policy529

is set to “poly” as [9] did, and the power parameter is set to 0.9. The number530

of iteration, the l2 weight decay, and the momentum are set to 2×105, 0.0001,531

and 0.9, respectively.532

All backbone feature extraction models (including the Dense Feature Ex-533

traction module, VGG16 [46], ResNet101 [47], and DenseNet169 [48]) are534

pretrained on the Imagenet Dataset [74]. The weights of the convolutional535

layers in the other components of the networks are initialized by the “m-536

sra” method [75]. The number of feature maps provided by each additional537

convolution layer in the method is set to 64.538

As informed in the above Section 4, the size of each image is 1320× 1200539

in both the training set and the test set. For the limitation of the GPU card540

memory, the training batch size is set to 4, and all the inputs are randomly541

cropped to 240 × 240 in the training phase. As for the testing phase, the542

input is croped to 600 × 600 patches for evaluation and then these patches543

are combined together.544

In the training phase, to increase the diversity of the images, data aug-545

mentation is performed by randomly rotating the inputs for 0◦, 90◦, 180◦,546

270◦. All the input bands are normalized to [0, 1]. In detail, for image bands,547

as the input images are 10-bit images, they are all divided by 1023. For the548

longitude bands, they are divided by 360 after added by 180. For the latitude549

bands, they are divided by 180 after added by 90. Finally, for the altitude550

bands, they are divided by 10000.551

To evaluate the performance of different methods, three types of bench-552

mark metrics are used in the experiments: F1-Score (F1), Intersection-over-553

Union (IoU), and False Alarm Ratio (FAR). These metrics are all widely554

used in cloud detection tasks [76, 9, 15, 59]. In detail, for cloud or snow, F1555
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is calculated as Eq.7 shows.556

F1 =
2p · r
p+ r

, (7)

where p and r are calculated as Eq.8 and Eq.9,557

p =
Ncorrect

Ncorrect +Nfalse−alarm

, (8)

558

r =
Ncorrect

Nground−truth

, (9)

where Ncorrect is the number of pixels of correct detection, Nfalse−alarm is the559

number of pixels of false alarms and Nground−truth is the number of pixels of560

the certain type in the groundtruth images, respectively. Similarly, IoU of561

cloud or snow is calculated as Eq.10 displays,562

IoU =
Ncorrect

Nground−truth +Nfalse−alarm

. (10)

FAR is a type of benchmark to show the performance of all classes of de-563

tection (including cloud, snow and background), and it can be calculated as,564

565

FAR =
Nwrong

Nall

, (11)

where Nwrong is the number of pixels of wrong detection and Nall is the566

number of all pixels.567

For the F1 and the IoU , a higher score indicates better and the results568

on the cloud and the snow are recorded accordingly. In the following statis-569

tics, these two figures are differently recorded in different classes. For the570

cloud, F1 c and IoU c are used to represent the capacity of cloud detection,571

while for the snow, F1 s and IoU s are used instead. For the FAR, a low572

score indicates better and the result on the whole test set of the Levir CS is573

recorded.574

Inference time is also evaluated per scene (image size: 1320 × 1200). In575

the testing phase, if the altitude map is used, it is directly loaded from the576

previous generated maps. This strategy is also used in the training phase.577

Therefore, it should be noted that the inference time does not include the578

time to create the corresponding altitude map. The time cost of making the579
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Network Structure F1 c F1 s IoU c IoU s FAR T

Only Image 94.37 83.10 89.34 71.08 2.58 2.24s
One Way 94.62 83.94 89.79 72.32 2.44 2.69s

Simple Concatenation 94.71 85.74 89.95 75.03 2.40 3.37s
Fusion 95.00 86.70 89.62 76.52 2.28 3.55s

Dual Feature Concatenation 95.15 87.80 90.75 78.26 2.20 3.45s

Table 3: Quantitative results of four possible network configurations in the method. The
result of F1, IoU, and FAR are recorded (%). The subscript “c” and “s” refer to the class
of “cloud” and “snow”.

altitude map has been introduced in the above Section 4 (45.62s per scene)580

or other mentioned.581

5.2. Controlled Experiments582

In this subsection, three types of controlled experiments are conduct-583

ed, which focus on the verification of different technical components of the584

method: the network structure, auxiliary components design, and the selec-585

tion of backbone feature extractor. All these studies aim to find a reasonable586

design of the proposed method from different views.587

5.2.1. Network Structure Design588

It should be noticed that in addition to the network used in Figure 5,589

there are also other possible structures can be chosen. These chooses are590

all suitable for the cloud and snow detection tasks but may have different591

accuracy performance. Figure 9 presents four alternative choices on network592

configurations for the method.593

Choice 1. In Figure 9 (a), a “Only Image” structure is adopted in the594

cloud and snow detection tasks. In this structure, only image bands are pro-595

cessed. The cloud and snow masks are predicted by using the concatenated596

dense features from only the information of the image. This structure can be597

viewed as a baseline network structure since many strategies can be applied598

in this structure to improve the performance.599

Choice 2. In Figure 9 (b), a “One Way” structure is designed in a straight-600

forward way, which concatenates all the bands together before extracting601

dense features. The image information and the auxiliary information are602

thus processed together in only one network branch.603
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Figure 9: Other possible network structures in the method in addition to the one used in
Figure 5: (a) Only Image. (b) One Way. (c) Simple Concatenation. (d) Feature Fusion
(element-wise sum).
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Longitutde Latitude Altitude F1 c F1 s IoU c IoU s FAR T
94.37 83.10 89.34 71.08 2.58 2.24s

X 95.10 84.39 90.65 73.00 2.24 3.34s
X 94.85 84.88 90.20 73.73 2.37 3.28s

X 94.85 85.04 90.21 73.97 2.40 3.31s
X X 95.05 85.08 90.57 74.03 2.27 3.34s
X X 95.01 85.95 90.49 75.36 2.28 3.34s

X X 94.47 85.47 89.53 74.63 2.54 3.27s
X X X 95.15 87.80 90.75 78.26 2.20 3.45s

Table 4: Quantitative results of all possible combinations of auxiliary information in the
cloud detection and snow detection tasks (%).

Choice 3. Another alternative design is “Simple Concatenation”, which is604

shown in Figure 9 (c). The intuition behind this design is that the longitude605

and the latitude of the pixels do not need to be excessively processed because606

their values within each scene will not change too much. Therefore, it is607

supposed that only the image-like bands need to be fed into the Dense Feature608

Extraction module, and the maps of the longitude and latitude are only one-609

layer convoluted before the feature concatenation.610

Choice 4. The last choice is “Feature Fusion”, which is shown in Figure 9611

(d). In this choice, the same network structure is used as the default settings,612

while the only differences are: 1) the “feature concatenation” is changed to613

the “element-wise sum” operation, and 2) the features from the auxiliary614

branch within each stage are fused to the BGRI image branch before the615

further procedures.616

Table 3 shows the comparison results of the four network structures in617

the method (the default structure and the Choice 1-4 ). Slight differences618

can be observed in the results of the different settings and the proposed Dual619

Feature Concatenation shown in Figure 5 achieves the best in all metrics.620

5.2.2. Ablation Studies on the Auxiliary Maps621

In this experiment, ablation studies are conducted on three different type-622

s of geographic information: 1) longitude, 2) latitude, and 3) altitude. To623

show the importance of these auxiliary components, different combinations of624

them are evaluated. The network configurations for all the possible auxiliary625

information combinations are the same (described in the above Section 5.1),626

except for the number of input channel of the first convolution layer “Con-627

v 0 aux”. The order of auxiliary information is always: altitude, longitude628
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and latitude. For example, if only the information of latitude Alat and alti-629

tude Aalt is used, the auxiliary map will be formed as A = concat(AAlt, ALat).630

Table 4 shows the quantitative results of all the possible combinations of631

auxiliary information. The result indicates that the use of the auxiliary in-632

formation is effective in the cloud and snow detection task. It can be seen633

that the integration of any of these auxiliary components brings noticeable634

improvement on the detection accuracy and the best result can be achieved635

when all the auxiliary components are integrated. In the cases that no al-636

titude information is provided, adding the longitude map and the latitude637

map still can be beneficial for the cloud and snow detection.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Long: 102.4°E
Lat: 32.6°N
Alt: 3760.1m

Long: 78.2°E
Lat: 35.2°N
Alt: 5259.3m

Long: 137.7°E
Lat: 53.8°N
Alt: 136.1m

Figure 10: Results of the method w/ and w/o using auxiliary information. (a) Input image.
(b) Ground truth label. (c) Detection results w/o auxiliary information. (d) Detection
results w/ auxiliary information. In (b)-(d), the white, grey, and black pixels represent
the snow, cloud, and background, respectively. Red boxes shows the false alarms of clouds
which should be detected as snow, if auxiliary information is not used.

638

Besides, detailed comparisons are also made on detection results about639
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w/ and w/o auxiliary information. From Table 4, it can be noticed that with640

auxiliary information involved, the snow detection performance impressively641

improve. Figure 10 is an illustration of w/ and w/o using auxiliary infor-642

mation. If auxiliary information is adopted, the snow area which is wrongly643

recognized as cloud will be obviously reduced. It should be noted that snow644

detection is a very challenging task. As the first row of Figure 10 illustrates,645

even with the auxiliary information, the snow area can be wrongly detected646

as cloud. This is why the performance of snow detection is lower than that647

of cloud. From Table 5, it can be seen that using auxiliary information can648

improve cloud and snow detection performance on different geographical lo-649

cation ranges. Specially, the performance of cloud detection raises if using650

the auxiliary information. For the region where the altitude is higher than651

5500m, the false alarms of clouds reduce as the last row of Figure 10 implies.652

The performance of snow detection is generally improved in different loca-653

tions. In the low altitude regions, the snow detection performance increases654

with a large margin, which can help to reduce the missing alarms of snow655

as the first row of Figure 10 indicates. Therefore, the auxiliary geographic656

information helps the detection and does not hinder cloud or snow detection.657

5.2.3. Evaluation on Network Backbone and Loss Function658

For many deep learning based cloud and snow detection methods [15,659

59, 9, 60, 61, 62], their backbone networks are built based on VGG [46] or660

ResNet [47]. Therefore, in this experiment, different network backbones are661

evaluated for the task.662

Besides, considering that the huge difference in the number of pixels be-663

tween different classes, whether class-balancing will be beneficial to the de-664

tection accuracy is also evaluated. In this case, the weighted softmax loss is665

used, which is similar to [77], as the loss function of pixel, which is expressed666

as follows:667

Lweighted = −
3∑

m=1

αmymlog(Pm), (12)

where αm is the balancing weight for each class. αm is set according to668

the pixel ratio of different classes, αm = (n−1
m )/(

∑3
i=1 n

−1
i ), where nm is the669

number of pixels belong to the class m in the dataset.670
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w/o w/ ∆ w/o w/ ∆

Cloud detection IoU c Snow detection IoU s

long ≤ −60◦ 92.19 93.93 1.74 75.76 83.91 8.15
−60◦ < long ≤ 30◦1 88.13 89.43 1.30 - - -
30◦ < long ≤ 65◦ 84.67 86.87 2.20 58.41 60.59 2.18
65◦ < long ≤ 100◦ 83.43 85.54 2.11 75.18 79.53 4.35
100◦ < long ≤ 120◦ 88.62 89.86 1.24 59.11 68.42 9.31

long > 120◦ 90.74 91.08 0.34 70.85 79.17 8.32

lat ≤ −23.5◦ 86.29 87.59 1.30 76.96 86.54 9.58
−23.5◦ < lat ≤ 23.5◦2 92.07 92.89 0.82 - - -

23.5◦ < lat ≤ 43◦ 89.04 90.57 1.53 75.58 78.52 2.94
lat > 43◦ 84.44 86.98 2.54 69.51 77.96 8.45

alt ≤ 50m 91.07 91.48 0.41 68.01 81.96 13.95
50m < alt ≤ 500m 88.60 90.49 1.89 72.25 79.01 6.76

500m < alt ≤ 2100m 88.19 89.88 1.69 62.48 72.43 9.95
2100m < alt ≤ 3400m 90.46 93.23 2.77 72.79 81.04 8.25
3400m < alt ≤ 5500m 88.84 90.27 1.43 82.08 83.22 1.14

alt > 5500m 68.47 84.60 16.13 70.70 77.44 6.74

1 On the test set of Levir CS, there is little snow in this longitude range, therefore,
the snow detection results of this range are not able to be collected.

2 On the test set of Levir CS, there is little snow in this latitude range, therefore, the
snow detection results of this range are not able to be collected.

Table 5: Cloud and snow detection improvement on different locations.(%)
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Backbones Weighted F1 c F1 s IoU c IoU s FAR T

VGG16 × 77.49 39.88 63.25 24.91 9.30 3.31s
VGG16

√
88.48 57.10 79.33 39.95 5.20 3.31s

ResNet101 × 84.72 59.05 73.48 41.90 6.35 4.00s
ResNet101

√
90.67 68.71 82.94 52.33 4.45 4.00s

DenseNet169 × 95.15 87.80 90.75 78.26 2.20 3.45s
DenseNet169

√
93.98 85.18 88.65 74.20 2.81 3.45s

Table 6: Quantitative results of the method with different network backbones and weighted
loss (%).

Table 6 shows the quantitative results of the method with different net-671

work backbones and losses. For the choice of the network backbones, the672

default design, i.e., the DenseNet169, obtains the best results. The accuracy673

increase is particularly significant for the snow detection task. As for the674

weighted loss, it can be observed that if the network backbone is VGG16 or675

ResNet101, the class-balancing can be useful. However, it does not help the676

detection if the network backbone is DenseNet169. As shown in Figure 11,677

if the weighted loss is used, there will be more false alarms in the detection678

result, especially for the snow pixels. The above observations indicate that679

the backbone of DenseNet169 can be a robust network backbone and suffer680

little impact of imbalanced data. If class-balancing techniques are applied,681

the detection results may get worse. Therefore, the Dense Feature Extraction682

produces robust image features where the imbalanced data problems can be683

alleviated. This is the reason why class-balancing is not used in the default684

loss function.685

5.3. Comparison with Other Methods686

In this section, the method is compared with four state of the art cloud687

and snow detection methods, the DCN [15], FECN [9], cloudFCN[78] and688

cloudUNet[57] . The DCN [15] is built based on the VGG16 backbone and689

produces the detection probability map from each level of the network. The690

final detection map of the DCN is obtained by summarizing all these proba-691

bility maps. FECN [9] is also designed base on the VGG16 backbone. In this692

method, the features from all stages are concatenated for the final prediction.693

The cloudFCN[78] is a cloud detection method based on fully convolutional694

neural networks. It modifies the original framework of FCN[55] and can be695
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Figure 11: Results of the method w/ and w/o using class-balancing in the loss function.
(a) Input image. (b) Ground truth label. (c) Detection results w/o class-balancing.
(d) Detection results w/ class-balancing. In (b)-(d), the white, grey, and black pixels
represent the snow, cloud, and background, respectively. More false alarms are observed
in the detection results when the class-balancing is used, especially for the snow pixels.

successfully applied in cloud detection tasks. Similarly, cloudUNet[57] is a696

method based on UNet[64]. In this framework, shallow features are reused697

in the upsampling procedures. Note that FECN, cloudFCN and cloudUNet698

are originally proposed for cloud detection, and in the experiment, we extend699

them for both cloud and snow detection by modifying the number of output700

classes from 2 (cloud and background) to 3 (cloud, snow, and background).701

Since the cloud and snow detection is essentially a semantic segmentation702

problem, the FCN-16s [55] and DeeplabV3+ [76], which are two well-known703

image segmentation methods in computer vision, are also compared. FCN-704

16s [55] uses the 16x downsampled feature maps for segmentation. Deeplab-705

V3+ [76] integrates both low-level features (4x downsampled) and high-level706

features (produced by spatial pyramid pooling at the end of the network707

encoder and are 16x downsampled), and performs 4x upsampling on the pre-708

diction result. For a fair comparison, the network backbones used in these709

two methods are both DenseNet169, which is the same as used in the method.710

Besides, a low-resolution version of the method: “GeoInfoNet4x” is also ex-711

perimented, which only uses 4x and larger times downsampled features for712

segmentation, for the comparison of the feature scales. In addition, tradi-713

tional statistic methods based on machine learning Scene Learning [7] and714

Coarse-to-Fine [36] are also evaluated. These methods are used for cloud715

detection and cannot finish the snow detection tasks.716

Visual comparison results of different detection methods are shown in717

Figure 12. Table 7 shows their quantitative evaluation results. It can be718
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Methods F1 c F1 s IoU c IoU s FAR T

Scene Learning [7] 35.02 - 21.23 - 63.70 74.62s
Coarse-to-Fine [36] 57.63 - 40.48 - 15.37 342s
DCN [15] 90.64 59.08 82.88 41.92 4.05 1.03s
FECN [9] 89.72 60.25 81.36 43.12 4.33 2.17s
cloudFCN [78] 93.01 75.50 86.94 60.64 3.06 2.59s
cloudUNet [57] 94.03 82.54 88.73 70.27 2.65 2.00s
FCN-16s [55] 79.19 69.32 65.54 53.04 8.62 0.86s
DeeplabV3+ [76] 89.15 76.58 80.43 62.05 4.95 0.93s
Only Image (ours) 94.37 83.10 89.34 71.08 2.58 2.24s
GeoInfoNet4x (ours) 89.39 78.53 80.82 64.66 4.66 3.34s
GeoInfoNet (ours) 95.15 87.80 90.74 78.26 2.20 3.45s

Table 7: Quantitative comparisons of different methods on the Levir CS dataset (%).

seen that the GeoInfoNet method generates more accurate cloud and snow719

masks than other methods. Even without using higher resolution features,720

the GeoInfoNet4x still achieves satisfying performance (especially the snow721

detection). Compared with deep learning methods, traditional methods722

based on machine learning may not be proper in cloud detection tasks on723

global region data. Although the DCN [15] and the FECN [9] do not per-724

form very well in snow detection (probably due to the imbalanced classes725

as we analyzed in Section 5.2), they still outperforms the FCN-16s [55], the726

DeeplabV3+ [76], and even the GeoInfoNet4x in cloud detection. Based on727

the above observations, it can be concluded that for cloud and snow detec-728

tion, utilizing all scales of features can obtain better detection results than729

those methods which only use lower resolution features.730

5.4. Evaluation on Other Sensor Data731

In this subsection, the proposed GeoInfoNet is evaluated on other sensor732

data to test the transferability of the method. L8 Biome [70] is chosen in this733

part. As L8 Biome [70] does not contain snow information masks, only eval-734

uate only the performance on cloud detection is evaluated. In L8 Biome [70],735

images are randomly divided into the training set and the testing set. The736

number of scenes of the training set is 77 while that of the testing set is 18.737

To generate the corresponding digital elevation map, the original images is738

first transferred in the World Geodetic System (WGS84) by using the GDAL739
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Long: 126.6°E
Lat: 9.0°S
Alt: 79.8m

Long: 102.9°E
Lat: 30.2°S
Alt: 1926.7m

Long: 143.4°E
Lat: 43.0°N
Alt: 252.5m

Long: 96.8°E
Lat: 29.6°N
Alt: 4380.4m

Long: 93.5°E
Lat: 27.2°N
Alt: 947.0m

Long: 57.5°W
Lat: 16.1°S
Alt: 189.5m

Long: 139.7°E
Lat: 27.8°S
Alt: 38.8m

Figure 12: (Better viewed in color.) Visual comparison of different cloud and snow detec-
tion methods. (a) Input image. (b) The corresponding altitude map. (c) Ground truth
label. (d)-(g) The detection results of DCN [15], DeeplabV3+ [76], GeoInfoNet4x (ours)
and GeoInfoNet (ours), respectively. The white, grey, and black pixels represent the snow,
cloud, and background. On the very left side of each row, the longitude and latitude of
the central point and the mean altitude of the image is given.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Long: 97.5°E
Lat: 43.2°N
Alt: 1315.3m

Long: 52.1°E
Lat: 24.5°N
Alt: 19.9m

Figure 13: (Better viewed in color.) Visual evaluation results on L8 Biome [70]. (a) Input
image. (b) Ground truth label. (c) The detection result of Only Image. (d) The detection
result of GeoInfoNet. The white and black pixels represent the cloud (both thick and thin
cloud) and the other catagories (including the clear region, cloud shadow and the filling
region). Red boxes shows the wrong-predictions (first row: more missing area; second
row: more false alarms), if auxiliary information is not used. On the very left side of each
row, the longitude and latitude of the central point and the mean altitude of the image is
given.

libray [65]. The mean area of the scenes in the test set is 55, 126, 569 pix-740

els (around 7425px × 7425px). The digital elevation map generation costs741

158.11s time per scene on average. Similar experiment settings to those in-742

troduced in Section 5.1 are adopted here, except for the number of iterations743

is set to 8× 105. Two network structures are evaluated, 1) the network with744

only image branch and 2) the proposed GeoInfoNet.745

Figure 13 illustrates the visual comparison results of different detection746

methods. Table 8 shows the quantitative evaluation results. It can be seen747

that the proposed method GeoInfoNet can be well applied to Landsat8. Be-748

sides, these results also prove the effectiveness of adding geographic informa-749

tion for detecting cloud.750

Networks F1 c IoU c FAR T

Only Image (ours) 95.17 90.79 2.79 118.82s
GeoInfoNet (ours) 95.84 92.01 2.43 188.00s

Table 8: Quantitative evaluation results on the test set of L8 Biome [70] (%).
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6. Discussion751

6.1. What Prior Information Does Our Method Learn?752

In this section, an interesting question is raised: what kind of prior infor-753

mation does GeoInfoNet learn? A deep investigation has been made based754

on the method of Activation Maximization [79]. This method was original-755

ly proposed to visualize the learned convolutional filters of the network by756

optimizing the feature maps. For a typical input U and a fixed network757

parameter Θ, the input U can be optimized as follows,758

U∗ = argmaxfi,j(Θ, U), s.t.||U || ≤ ρ, (13)

where fi,j(·, ·) is an activation function of the input U and the network param-759

eter Θ, given a convolution filter i from a given layer j in the network. Here,760

the parameters of GeoInfoNet are fixed, and the inputs of auxiliary branch761

A are optimized. For the details of optimization, Adam optimizer[80] is used762

with the learning rate is set to 0.1 and the number of iterations is set to 90.763

The activation function fi,j(·, ·) is set as the second or third channel of the764

outputs of the final score layer, which represent the score of the cloud class765

and snow class respectively. Through activation maximization, the inputs766

of auxiliary branch A will be changed through different activations, which767

represents the prior auxiliary information learned by GeoInfoNet.768

Therefore, all the images in the testing sets can be optimized and the769

mean values of the optimized auxiliary information map have been calcu-770

lated. Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16 illustrate the histograms of the771

mean values of the optimized auxiliary information maps in different location772

ranges. As the optimized values of the auxiliary maps have exceeded the re-773

al range values of geographic ranges, therefore, the activation maximization774

can only reflect the tendencies. From these figures, it can be seen that the775

method learns the prior knowledge that the cloud tends to appear in low776

altitude, low latitude and high longitude, while the trend for the snow is777

the opposite. This is consistent with the common sense because it is indeed778

easier to see snow in high altitudes. Besides, to some degree, it also grasp779

the data distribution shown in Figure 8.780

6.2. Analysis of the Feature Importance781

In the method, since the features from all levels from both the image782

branch and the auxiliary branch are used, it is necessary to analyze how783
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Figure 14: The histogram of activation maximization results of the longitude maps.

much these features of different levels and different branches contribute to784

the cloud and snow detection task.785

In the proposed GeoInfoNet, the cloud and snow detection results are786

obtained according to the concatenated features M formed by different levels787

of features Mimg,0, ...,Mimg,4,Maux,0, ...,Maux,4 in both two branches (shown788

in Eq.4). Therefore, the gradient of the prediction score St of a specific789

class t (cloud or snow in the topic) is computed with respect to M , and790

then multiply this gradient on the feature map to produce the “importance791

map” G of each pixel location on this feature map. The “importance” can792

be expressed as follows:793

Gt =
C∑
i=1

(
∂St

∂M
M)(i), (14)

where i is the channel index and C is the number of channels in the fea-794

ture map M . Here, the gradient information conveys the neuron importance795

weight, therefore, by multipling the gradient and the feature maps, the gen-796

erated map Gt is a hot map which can show the most sensitive region of the797
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Figure 15: The histogram of activation maximization results of the latitude maps.

specific class t grasped by the network. Thay is why Gt is named “importance798

map”. This process is similar to a well-known feature visualization method799

called Gradient Class Activation Map (Grad-CAM) [81]. The original Grad-800

CAM [81] uses ReLU operation for it only interests in pixels with positive801

response to the specific class t. With ReLU function operated, those pixels802

with negative response are filtered. This operation is removed here because803

the negative values may reflect the negative tendency to this class (t), which804

may help to reduce the false alarms to this class.805

Since the Eq. 14 is linear, the importance of different channel splits can806

also be computed from the equation. For example, the importance of the807

features from the image branch and the auxiliary branch can be efficiently808

computed by accumulating the above scores over the corresponding feature809

channels. Suppose Gimg
t and Gaux

t represent for the feature importance of the810

two branches for the class t, and thus Gt = Gimg
t +Gaux

t . Figure 17 illustrates811

the importance maps target on the class of cloud and snow, which indicates812

that features from both two branches take effect in the computation of ob-813

taining cloud and snow masks. Besides, the auxiliary information plays on an814

“auxiliary” role since the absolute values of Gaux
c and Gaux

s is much smaller815
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Figure 16: The histogram of activation maximization results of the altitude maps.

than Gimg
c and Gimg

s . Therefore, the proposed GeoInfoNet still mainly relies816

on the image information and the auxiliary information helps the network817

improve the cloud and snow detection performance.818

Besides, by using this method, the feature importance of different feature819

levels can also be easily obtained. Therefore, all the images in the test set820

of Levir CS are scanned and the importance of the different feature blocks821

in both branches is calculated. For each group of the features, an average822

importance score is computed, which is shown in Figure 18. From this fig-823

ure, it can be seen that in most of the feature groups (except for “Dense1”824

and “Dense2”), the importance of the image branch larger than that of the825

auxiliary branch in both cloud and snow detection tasks. This observation826

indicates that the image branch dominates the detection but the geograph-827

ic information still contributes to the results to some degree. It can also828

be seen that in both branches, the importance of the very first convolution829

layer “Conv 0” and the very last convolution group “Dense Block 4” are830

both very high, which shows that low-level features with high resolution and831

high-level features with low resolution are both crucial for cloud and snow832

detection tasks. As a comparison, for the groups from the “Dense Block 1”833
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𝐺 𝐺 𝐺

𝐺 𝐺 𝐺

Cover

Figure 17: Visualization results of the feature importance from the two different branches
by using Eq. 14. The feature importance of cloud and snow are shown in the 2nd row
and 3rd row, respectively. The image on the top-right is a cover image that represents the
detection result, where light-blue represent cloud pixels while light-yellow represents snow
pixels.

to “Dense Block 3”, the feature importance of both branches and both tasks834

is very close. Therefore, in the middle levels, features of both branches con-835

tribute to almost the same degree to the results.836

7. Conclusion and Future Works837

In this paper, a novel cloud and snow detection method is proposed for re-838

mote sensing images named “Geographic Information-drive Neural Networks839

(GeoInfoNet)”. Different from previous methods that simply perform detec-840

tion solely based on the image data, the method integrates both the image841

and geographic information (altitude, latitude, and longitude) for training842

and detection. A large dataset for cloud and snow detection is also built,843

which contains 4,168 scenes and the corresponding geographic information.844
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Figure 18: The importance of the features from different levels and different branches
for cloud detection and snow detection tasks. For each group of features, an average
importance score on the test set of Levir CS is computed.

Extensive experiments verified the effectiveness of integrating geographic in-845

formation for the cloud and snow detection tasks. The method outperforms846

other state-of-the-art methods with a large margin. Besides, the visualiza-847

tion is also presented to show what the method learns and how much the848

different parts of the network contribute to the detection tasks.849

The future works include four parts. The first part is the improvement850

of the computational efficiency of the network. The second part of work is851

the integration of other types of geographic information (e.g., sun altitude852

angle, imaging time, temperature, etc). Third, cloud shadow will be focused853

in the future works, and this source of information will be integrated in the854

dataset. Finally, cloud and snow detection in time series (or multi-temporal855

cloud and snow detection) at specific locations will be investigated.856
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